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Abstract—The development of mechatronic products - in
particular across the domain borders - is challenging. Possible
interdisciplinary improvements are neglected and design inconsistencies are neither prevented nor identified efficiently. Moreover,
the complexity of mechatronic products is growing continuously
due to an ongoing impact of software on product functions. In
addition, the quality of a product is often judged by the quality
of its functions. Thus it becomes hard to track the functions of
a specific product and how they are realized and the quality of
the product functions cannot be assured.
Daimler is facing this problem by extending the traditional
requirement list with functional requirements in the early design
stages. This Function Oriented Product Description (FOPD) is
leading to a mature product specification, because it is able to
grow and adapt while designing the current mechatronic product
and the following product generations of one product family.
This work presents a novel approach to gain a benefit directly
from the FOPD for the succeeding design process. Therefore the
authors provide directions for deriving the so-called Extended
Function Structure (EFS) from a FOPD. The EFS is enhancing
the traditional function structure by considering sensors, actors
and the control logic explicitly. This approach will be exemplified
in a case study.
Index Terms—Functional requirements, Function Oriented
Product Description, Extended Function Structure, Functional
Modeling, Design Methodology

I. I NTRODUCTION
The growth of system complexity in automotive industry
is mainly driven by the fact that product functions are more
and more realized by the combination of mechanical, electric/electronic, and software components.
We assume that customers want product functions and they
think in functions, because when a customer has a problem
with his car he normally complains about defect functionality
and not about certain components. In the same way he
demands reliable functions, when he is looking for a new car.
Therefore, we infer that the quality of a product is also
perceived by its functionality. That means, in order to provide
high quality product functions, it is not sufficient to bring
mechanical, electric/electronic and software components to
perfection separately. Hence, the component’s interactions and
their contributions to product functions become important and
should be considered very early in the design process. For
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this reason product functions shall be captured and described,
resulting in an explicit function oriented product description
(FOPD), which allows reuse and improvement of existing
function specifications and thus evolves to a mature function
oriented product specification. In order to provide tool support
for easy FOPD creation and maintenance, a formal model for
represententing a FOPD is needed. Such a model has been
presented in [1] and is sketched in the next section of this
paper.
Another approach presents an extended function structure
(EFS) [2], which describes a mechatronic system from a
technical point of view focusing on the seamless integration
into the system and domain-specific design.
FOPD and EFS are suited to co-operate in the development
of mechatronic products. Thus we identified a way how the
information from a FOPD can be transferred into a EFS, which
enables further development as described in [2].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the
next section II a formal model is presented, that fulfils special
modeling demands and hence is suitable for the representation
of function oriented product descriptions. Subsequently the
idea and basic principles of the extended function structure is
given in section III. Based on the foundations from the former
sections, an approach on how to exploit an FOPD in order to
derive an EFS is presented in section IV. Both approaches are
embedded in the common design methodology VDI 2206 [3]
for the development of mechatronic products. Furthermore five
steps are provided and explained that enable the derivation of
the EFS based on the FOPD. The application of the steps is
exemplified in section V before section VI concludes.
II. F UNCTION O RIENTED P RODUCT D ESCRIPTIONS
In this section we present a formal function model that
is appropriate for describing customer-related functions of
high complex mechatronic products. The model presented here
allows traditional functional modeling and provides a solution
for the modeling demands that have been identified in [1]. In
short, there is a need to express some sort of activities between
functions, which means in some cases it is necessary to say
that a function starts, pauses or stops another function. It is

also demanded to define sequences between those activities.
Furthermore a way to define preconditions for the availability
of functions as well as for the activities between them is
needed. Finally it was pointed out in [4], that it is advantageous
to have variability information integrated in a FOPD.
Because a customer-related function may be realized by a
composition of subfunctions, functional decomposition must
also be supported by a FOPD model, like in most functional
models. Therefore the paradigm of Pahl and Beitz [5] is
followed where a hierarchy of functions is working on flows.
Based on that a function is assumed to have inputs and outputs,
which are defined as explicit parts of the model. In this way
we extend the traditional distinction between function and
flow by describing their interrelation with corresponding input
descriptors and output descriptors.
For every outgoing flow, there exists an output descriptor,
represented by a small white ellipse. Similar to that there is
an input descriptor for every incoming flow. Depending on
the type of associated activity, an input descriptor is either
represented as a small coloured box. In this example white
and black are used, which means a flow starts or stops a
function respectively. Additionally there is a chronological
order defined between two input descriptors. Thus, it can be
represented that a ”function 1” first stops ”function 2” and
then starts ”function 3”.
At this point it should be clear how activities and sequences
may be represented, which addresses half of the modeling
demand from above. Additionally, the solution for preconditions and variability information requires special attributes on
functions and descriptors. Thus, preconditions and variability
information are simply added by the use of a character string.
Strings have been successfully applied for this purpose in
bill of materials (BOM) systems in the automotive industry.
Also strings allow the formulation of variability information
and preconditions in natural language and therefore ensures
enough expressiveness.
In Fig.1 the models for the representation of functions,
flows and descriptors are given. Each has an identifier and
its definition is surrounded by braces.
According to the given definition every function must have
a single name. We encourage to use a pragmatic solution
as suggested in the work of Eisenhut [6]. In order to be
consistent with existing functional modeling approaches, the
type of a function can be specified according to a function
class taxonomy, such as the functional basis [7]. var and cond
are the attributes for providing information about varibility and
preconditions. sub is to refer to other functions in the sense of
functional decomposition. These functions are considered as
subfunctions. in and out are references to descriptors that are
intended to describe the input and the output of a function. Our
model of a function is also conform with the idea of having
at least one input and one output.
Since descriptors are unique there is no need to name them.
However it is required to specify its type, which may be either
input descriptor or output descriptor. Also necessary is the
reference to a single flow, the descriptor is meant for. The next
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two items are var and cond, which are already known from
the scheme for functions and serve the same purpose, which
is to provide information about variability and preconditions.
The remaining items are act, before and after, which are
intended for describing activities and sequences. Those have
to be specified for input descriptors only. The item act is
for specifying the type of activity that happens when the
referenced flow is detected. From our current experience we
propose ”starts”, ”stops”, ”pauses” and ”resumes” as adequate
types of activities. before and after point to other input
descriptors and thereby define a chronological order between
them.
As in the case of functions, each flow must have a unique
name. One reason for that is that it helps to check for consistency. Another reason is that it allows to express particular
events. Such events can be interpreted as binary information
signals and labelled with pragmatic names. The last item of
the flow scheme is meant for the type of flow. For the same
reasons as they apply for functions this type can be described
according to an existing flow taxonomy, such as the functional
basis [7].
III. E XTENDED F UNCTION S TRUCTURE
The EFS extends the traditional function structure (FS),
which is traditionally used in mechanics towards mechatronics. The traditional FS as described by Pahl and Beitz [5]
provides the following elements: Functions, Material, Energy
and Information flows between the functions and a hierarchy
between the functions. In addition, the EFS provides [2], [8]:
• Transition conditions on the information flows
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Fig. 2.

Fragment of a generalized EFS

Actor und sensor definitions
Defined input and output variables
The input and output variables are collected in the I/O-list
and do carry the information from the sensors and for the
actors. Those global variables are used in the control software
to read the information provided by the sensor via the input
variables and to force the actor via the output variables. A
transition condition on an information flow contains a Boolean
expression build up-on the input variables. Some functions in
the EFS are so called actor functions, if an actor is assigned
to that function.
A generalized EFS illustrating the actor functions and
transition conditions is depicted in Fig.2. The transition conditions - carrying the information whether the next function
is exploited - are always connected to an information flow.
The actor functions (”A1” or ”A2” in Fig.2) are receiving
supply energy and information such as ”start” or ”stop”. The
output of actor functions consists of energy acting on the basic
system via the following function (”F1” or ”F2” in Fig.2).
Since hierarchy is supported, a superfunction may contain the
fragment shown in Fig.2 and ”F1” and ”F2” can be further
detailed by subfunctions. The actor functions ”A1” and ”A2”
are usually not further detailed, since the corresponding actors
are typically purchased items when designing a car or other
mechatronic systems.
Thanks to the extensions realized in the EFS, the main
control sequence of the mechatronic system can be extracted
from the EFS as described in [8].
The software ELVAN1 supports the EFS approach as described above. It is a add-on extending MS Visio and uses MS
Access in the background to manage the EFS data. Specific
ELVAN shapes are provided to enable the definition of the
EFS. The engineer starts by defining the overall function. Sub
functions are collected on a separate sheet. Flows are propagated automatically throughout the hierarchy. The appearance
of a function depends on the function type (function with
or without sub function and/or function with or without an
actor definition). The corresponding hierarchy view is build
automatically based on the functionstructure modeled on the
•

Fig. 3.

•

1 See

http://www.nova-innovation.com, ELVAN-Homepage

FOPD and EFS in the context of VDI2206

Visio sheets and displays additional information concerning
the used actors, sensors and transition conditions.
In [2] the EFS and ELVAN is embedded in the V-model of
the VDI guideline 2206 [3]. The common mechatronic data
base, which is maintained and defined in ELVAN, ensures a
common interdisciplinary functional description (EFS) of the
mechatronic system. Furthermore, ELVAN is able to derive
the programming language SFC (Sequential Function Chart)
[9] automatically. This allows the software engineers to start
the software design with a compilable specification of the
main control logic i.e. in the PLC programming environment
SIMATIC2 . Moreover, the physical design is supported by the
automatic derivation of a morphologic table [3], [5].
IV. D ERIVATION OF THE EFS EXPLOITING THE FOPD
The FOPD is describing and managing all requirements and
product variants from the customer’s point of view in terms
of product functions in a holistic way. Whereas the EFS is
describing the mechatronic system from a technical point of
view and focuses on the seamless integration into the system
and domain-specific design.
As shown in Fig.3, FOPD and EFS are suited to cooperate in the development of mechatronic products and can be
integrated in the beginning of the design process according to
VDI2206 [3]. A FOPD aims at early capturing and describing
the overall product functions from a requirements perspective
and the EFS enables the transition to a technical point of view.
In the following, the authors present five steps that enable
a straightforward transition from the FOPD to an EFS, which
has two major advantages. Firstly, all functional requirements
and product functions of all product variants that are desired by
the customers can be managed and maintained with an FOPD
[1], [4]. Secondly, the convenient derivation of the EFS allows
the detailed description of software and hardware functions of
a mechatronic system from a technical viewpoint that serves
as a basis for the domain-specific design.
2 See

http://automation.siemens.com/simatic

TABLE I
S TEPS FOR EXPLOITING THE FOPD
No.

Step Description

Result

1

A new subfunction under the overall function of the FOPD is created in the FOPD.
It has the same name as the overall function beside the underscore in addition as
a first character. Mainly, this collector function will be exploited in the EFS when
detailing the technical functionalities of the system.

General FOPD including the
collector function for the EFS.

2

Specify a product variant and eliminate variability infomation

Specific FOPD describing a
single product variant

3

All functions and flows of the FOPD resulting from stage 2 forms the initial EFS

Initial EFS

4

Every input descriptor in the FOPD is a subfunction of the corresponding function
in the EFS. The name of this new subfunction uses the corresponding activity
type as a prefix followed by the name of the corresponding function. These new
subfunctions are actor functions in the EFS.

EFS enhanced with actor functions

5

Three cases are exploited in step 5: (5.1) A single information flow connected to
an input descriptor (5.2) A function only connected to an output descriptor which
again only is connected to an information flow (5.3) In addition to 5.2, the function
has an energy flow as an input. The corresponding function is a sensor function
pointing to a sensor providing specific information for the control in the mechatronic
system. Case 5.1 implies a sensor function accordingly. The corresponding transition
condition in the EFS is combining the cond-attribute of the sensor function and the
information flow in a Boolean expression.

EFS enhanced with transition
conditions

These corresponding steps are summarized in table I and
represent a predefined process module for handling recurrent
working steps as introduced in the VDI guideline 2206 [3].
For the proper application of these steps a consistent FOPD
must be given as a prerequisite. That means, all incoming
and outgoing flows must be handled by subfunctions and vice
versa.
In step 1, a collector subfunction is introduced, that has
not been described initially in [1] but is conform with the
modeling. This collector subfunction is marked by a leading
underscore and holds all not yet known subfunctions to
maintain completeness and consistency. Thus the sum of all
subfunctions always yield the complete superfunction. Often
this collector function holds functions of the later control logic,
but in any case it is intended that this function will be refined
in later development stages.
As intended, the steps presented in table I allow the derivation of an EFS from a FOPD. Therefore a specific product
variant must be selected in step 2, because a FOPD is able
and meant to manage functional requirements across multiple
products or product variants, whereas an EFS is specific for a
single product variant. Thus the decision regarding product
configuration, product structure and design units must be
made based upon the FOPD. When a product variant has
been selected, the information in the FOPD must be filtered
according to that. This will result in a specific FOPD that does
not contain variability information anymore.
In step 3 an initial EFS is created by all functions and flows
contained in the current FOPD from step 2. It is important to
note that the flow information contained in a FOPD must be
seen as a minimum, which means for each flow in a FOPD
there exist at least one flow in an EFS, but there can be more
due to further refinement. So flows in a FOPD should be
differentiated from real existing flows, which are more likely
to be captured in an EFS.

Step 4 aims at the identification of actors from the FOPD.
All input descriptors with a certain activity assigned are
interpreted this way and the initial EFS is enhanced by
defining actor functions correspondingly. Therefore the input
descriptors from a FOPD have to be translated into additional
subfunctions in the EFS, that capture the activity, e.g. an input
descriptor that ”starts” a certain functionality e.g. ”press can”
is translated into the actor function ”start press can”.
The final step 5 is completing the EFS by deriving transition
conditions. This is done by indentifying sensor functions from
the FOPD and by exploiting the cond-attribute of the corresponding functions and flows. In a FOPD functions that have at
least an energy flow as an input and an information flow as an
output can be interpreted as sensor functions (case 5.3). This
is due to the fact that actors transform information (from the
control) into energy (acting on the basic system) and sensors
transform energy into information [3], [10]. Besides a single
information flow that is connected to an input descriptor (case
5.1) and a function that has no input but an information flow as
ouput (case 5.2), can also be seen as sensor functions; it is just
not yet fully described in the FOPD3 or beyond consideration.
The contents of cond-attribute of the input descriptor and if
existing of the emitting function are combined to a single logic
expression, which defines a transition condition in the EFS.
V. E XAMPLE
The following example describes an automatic can squeezer
and is meant to illustrate the approach and the application
of the steps presented in this work. The can squeezer is a
mechatronic system that is able to squeeze a manually provided can automatically. The example assumes three different
product variants of the can squeezer. The ”standard” system
3 This is conform with the idea and modeling of a FOPD, since it aims at
capturing functional specifications/requirements. Thus a FOPD must only be
consistent, but not necessarily complete.
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After step 1: the FOPD of the can squeezer with its product variants and a collector function

starts with the automatically squeezing as soon as either a can
has been detected or a designated button has been pressed. In
the case when a finger is detected it will stop the squeezing
and an alarm will sound. There is also a ”luxury” variant of
the system that shows the status of the system and notifies
a doctor whenever a finger is detected. Furthermore there is
a ”superior” variant that includes all product functions of the
other variants and additionally makes a service call in the case
of a failure.
The information given in the previous paragraph can be
modeled in a FOPD as presented in [1] containing the product
functions, its subfunctions, variability information and further
requirements of the automatic can squeezer and its product
variants. Therefore several information flows are assumed that
start or stop the overall function respectively and since the
abstract function in the sense of [5], [7] is ”shape composite”,
an additional material flow has been added. Those flows
and their corresponding descriptors are then assigned to the
five subfunctions in Fig.4 that have been inferred from the
given system description above. Finally a collector subfunction
” squeeze can automatically” has been introduced as described
in the initial step and all flows that could not be assigned so
far have been assigned to it. This results in a FOPD as shown
in Fig.4.
In step 2 the variability information contained in the FOPD
will be processed and evaluated. Since an EFS is meant to be
specific for a single product variant a configuration decision
must be made at this point. Based on that the information
in the FOPD is filtered leading to a subset that is specific
for a certain product variant and does not contain variability
information anymore. In this example the ”luxury” variant has
been chosen. Thus the subfunction ”call service” is omitted.
According to step 3, all functions and flows of the FOPD
as shown in Fig.4 are composing the initial EFS. Fig.5 is depicting the corresponding EFS for the automatic can squeezer

captured in the software tool ELVAN [8]. The hierarchy
of the functions is maintained in the upper left corner of
the window. Every function containing subfunctions has a
dedicated sheet displaying the subfunctions, all incoming and
outgoing flows of that function and all flows between the
subfunctions. A bidirectional navigation browsing and editing
the EFS exploiting both the hierarchy and flow view is possible
in ELVAN.
Step 4 is enhancing the initial EFS with actor functions
by exploiting the input descriptors of the FOPD. The collector function ” squeeze can automatically” has two input
descriptors starting the corresponding functionality and one
input descriptor stopping that function (see Fig.4). Those
actions are implying actor functions in the EFS accordingly.
In this example two new actor functions ”Start pressing” and
”Stop pressing” are created as subfunctions from the collector
function, as shown in the hierarchy window in Fig.5. As
actor functions, they contain output variables exploited in
the control forcing the corresponding actor. In the case of
the actor function ”Start pressing”, the digital output variable
”do press start” is assigned. Moreover, the value T RU E is
assigned to this variable in order to trigger the corresponding
signal to the actor.
The final step enhances the EFS with the transition conditions by extracting and processing the cond-attribute of the
sensor functions and their corresponding information flows.
For instance, the information flow ”can detected” is implying
a sensor function (case 5.3) detecting the can. This leads
to the transition condition ”recognize can”, which is also
depicted in Fig.5. The transition condition is only fulfilled
if the can is detected AN D the preconditions such as a
proper machine state are T RU E. In the sheet of the collector
function ” squeeze can automatically” (not shown) is the
corresponding information flow connected to the actor function
”Start pressing”.

Fig. 5.

After step 5: an EFS modeled in ELVAN

Finally, the EFS of the automatic can squeezer has been
derived from the FOPD supporting the further system and
domain-specific design according to VDI 2206 [3] as documented in [2], [8]. This implies the automatic derivation
of the SFC by ELVAN supporting the further refinement of
the control software by the software engineers. Furthermore,
ELVAN is collecting all unspecified functions in a morphologic table supporting the elaboration of suitable solutions. In
addition, the heuristic rules of Stone [11], [12] can be applied
on the EFS in order to derive physical modules of the electromechanical subsystem (without software).
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a predefined process module with five
steps that embedds a FOPD in the VDI guideline 2206 and
demonstrates the cooperation between FOPD and EFS. Requirements, variants and functions demanded by the customer
that are contained in a FOPD are serving as a base when
applying the steps and thus enables the derivation of an EFS
that describes the mechatronic functions from a technical
perspective. The EFS has already been embedded in the Vmodel of the VDI 2206 as documented in [13].
The benefit of the work presented in this paper is the
straightforward transition from a FOPD into an EFS. Thus all
functional requirements of all product variants are connected
to the final product functions and their further refinement
performed in the domain-specific design. In addition, the
applicability of the new process module has been exemplified.
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